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Trapped Behind Enemy Lines 2015-10-30 as 1914 ends the war which was supposed to be over by
christmas had settled down to an entrenched stalemate trapped behind enemy lines are many british
soldiers who are hidden by brave french families the risks are high for both fugitives and their
protectors this book tells their story while focussing on a young scot who emerges from hiding as
mademoiselle louise leading an amazing double life for almost two years ending in betrayal sentenced
to death by the germans only an impassionate plea from his adopted mother saves his life others are
not so lucky after the war he speedily returns from captivity in germany via scotland to france and
marries his sweetheart but life remains hard in the war ravaged country this extraordinary story was
only revealed by a british journalist in 1927 the daily telegraph readers response was overwhelming
and culminated in our french heroines being feted on a lavish visit to london s mansion house and an
audience with the king queen prince of wales and a three year old princess elizabeth trapped behind
enemy lines covers as aspect of the great war that has bene overlooked it will be of interest to those
who love intrigue adventure love and betrayal
Supersonic Wave Drag of Nonlifting Sweptback Tapered Wings with Mach Lines Behind the Line of
Maximum Thickness 1948 wave drag equations are derived for rhombic profile tapered wings with
maximum thickness line swept less than the mach line variations in drag with taper ratio aspect ratio
sweepback and mach number are determined calculations are presented for representative plan forms
and for a family of wings having equal root bending stress
Physics for Future Presidents: The Science Behind the Headlines 2008-08-17 a san francisco chronicle
bestseller we live in complicated dangerous times present and future presidents need to know if
north korea s nascent nuclear capability is a genuine threat to the west if biochemical weapons are
likely to be developed by terrorists if there are viable alternatives to fossil fuels that should be
nurtured and supported by the government if private companies should be allowed to lead the way
on space exploration and what the actual facts are about the worsening threats from climate change
this is must have information for all presidents and citizens of the twenty first century winner of the
2009 northern california book award for general nonfiction images in this ebook are not displayed due
to permissions issues
Imperial War Museums' Book of War Behind Enemy Lines 2018-04-30 an account of the various
units of the british special forces used during the second world war perfect for military enthusiasts
and wwii history buffs war behind enemy lines tells the unvarnished story of british special forces in
the second world war while the sas and sbs remain household names today there were a plethora of
lesser known units large and small that played their part before departing the scene of special note
was the long range desert group lrdg formed in north africa who imparted their skills to david
stirling s sas in the early days the special boat sections and squadron and other royal marine units
inflicted great damage popski s private army used heavily armed jeeps effectively in italy while the
jedburghs parachuted in to assist the french resistance in burma the chindits under the controversial
orde wingate conducted deep penetration patrols against the japanese suffering heavy casualties from
enemy action and disease drawing on personal accounts as well as official records julian thompson
paints a vivid picture of the operations and contribution of these and other units he also analyses using
his own experience the reasons for the resulting successes and failures there is unlikely to be a more
comprehensive and authoritative account of the golden age of british special forces
Outing and the Wheelman 1896 soccer captures the attention of fans around the world but what are
the lives of professional soccer players like behind the scenes discover how players prepare for games
and learn about the other responsibilities they have when they aren t on the pitch
Storage of Ground Water Behind Subsurface Dams in the Columbia River Basalt, Washington,
Oregon, and Idaho 1961 fugitives from the law brennan will need all the survival skills mikey
learned in terrenos to stay alive but something has followed mikey back thatÍs strong enough to tear
the brothers apart collects birthright 6 10
Behind the Scenes Soccer 2019-08-01 compiled from interviews diaries letters and contemporaneous
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first person accounts many unpublished until now this oral history follows the adventures of the
courageous men and women who volunteered for service with britain s special operations executive
and the united states office of strategic services they parachuted behind enemy lines often alone with
orders to cause mayhem arrest almost always resulted in torture and imprisonment sometimes in
execution trained in the black arts of warfare sabotage subversion espionage guerrilla tactics and
undermining enemy morale by the distribution of insidious propaganda theirs was a war fought in
the shadows their activities extended to every theatre of operations in occupied france equipped with
false identities they played a deadly game of cat and mouse with the gestapo in the balkans they
discovered that the fiery politics of the region were as dangerous as the enemy in the burmese jungle
in some of the worst combat conditions of the war they led native marauders in surprise attacks
against the japanese from britain they were supported by a team of back room boffins who produced
expertly forged documents and dreamed up ingenious devices like exploding rats and invisible ink
the special agents of world war ii really were a breed apart this is their extraordinary story in their
own words
The Australia Directory 1897 a method is developed consistent with the assumptions of small
perturbation theory which provides a means of determining for a known load distribution the
downwash behind a wing in supersonic flow the analysis is based upon the use of supersonic doublets
which are distributed over the plan form and wake of the wing in a manner determined from the
wing loading
Birthright Vol. 2 2015-09-16 much has been written of the infantry and the cavalry during the civil
war but little attention has been paid the artillery through the battles of chickamauga and missionary
ridge in 1863 and the atlanta campaign of 1864 and with general sherman s forces on the famous
march to the sea the acts of a courageous fighting group are vividly recounted in behind the guns the
history of battery i 2nd regiment illinois light artillery originally published in 1965 in a limited
edition this regimental history of a light artillery unit was written by three of its soldiers including
the bugler battery i was formed in 1861 by charles w keith of joliet and henry b plant of peoria more
than a hundred men were mustered into service in december near springfield and left for cairo in
february 1862 the battery trained at camp paine across the ohio river in kentucky until march when
the men were dispatched to the south during the war the battery was attached to three different
armies the army of the mississippi the army of the ohio and the army of the cumberland clyde c
walton s foreword and the narrative discuss the variety of weapons used by the unit including james
parrott and rodman guns and the bronze muzzle loading napoleons that fired twelve pound projectiles
the book also includes an account of the prisoner of war experience of battery i lieutenant charles
mcdonald biographical sketches of the battery soldiers and eighteen maps and five line drawings
List of Beacons, Buoys, and Day-marks in the Third Light-House District Embracing the Seacoasts,
Harbors, and Rivers, from Sakonnet Point, Rhode Island, Southward Along the Coast as Far as a Point
on the Coast Opposite the Mouth of the Shrewsbury River, New Jersey. and Including Lake
Champlain and Lake Memphremagog 1895 a common perception of coaching is that it is a high value
service for highly paid executives but what if you offered it to some of the most marginalized people
in our society women in prison with more potential in any one of our prisons than in any oxbridge
college discover how coaching can unlock clients whatever their context clare mcgregor celebrates
the amazing resilience of the human spirit and her book will challenge a lot of your preconceptions
about prisons and prisoners willingness to take risks and learn from mistakes helped coaching adapt
and thrive even behind bars the process and questions for a prisoner are the same as for any client
who are you what do you want to change how are you holding yourself back equally importantly
the book asks what does it take to work in this challenging environment dozens of fascinating stories
bring reality to life that coaching changes lives as readily in a prison as in a boardroom all coaches
have something to learn from this book that they can immediately use in their own practice
remarkable book dark humour the times this remarkable book tracks mcgregor s work giving life
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coaching to women in hmp styal focusing not on what offences have been committed but practical
and tough solutions to help clients achieve inner strength clare mcgregor has changed the lives of
women and staff at hmp styal largely with nothing more than a prisoner number a bicycle and
optimism clare is a star and the outcomes are stellar to understand the reference read the book it will
change your life and the lives of others inside and out professor felicity gerry qc i rarely suggest that
a book should be required reading on coach training courses but i have no hesitation in doing so in
this case david clutterbuck professor and co founder european mentoring coaching council this is a
great book it oozes humanity on every page it is a challenging read people not acquainted with the
realities of crime and punishment will learn a lot about both from the powerful case studies and from
the author s personal reflections those well acquainted with crime and punishment through their
work will be challenged to rethink what they do and how they do it clare mcgregor tells us that
humans come up with better solutions by being curious rather than furious p6 but i think i disagree it
is the combination of both insatiable curiosity and consuming fury at human suffering and injustice
that makes her and her book so special as one woman she has coached puts it you ask all the right
questions readers of this book should be prepared to be challenged like anyone else clare coaches to
come up with their own answers but the author certainly helps us along the way fergus mcneill
professor of criminology and social work university of glasgow uk a stark and thought provoking
read that totally makes sense having witnessed first hand the importance of coaching assisting and
empowering a person who may have made a few ill judged choices in life to turn a bad situation good
i applaud the author for keeping it real whilst demonstrating the true value of coaching james
timpson obe chief executive of timpson and chair of the prison reform trust clare mcgregor founded
coaching inside and out in 2010 a charity coaching men women and young people on both sides of the
prison gate clare is a creative coach writer and speaker with over 25 years experience working with
leaders running businesses and developing services for those dealt the toughest hands in life
Sailing Directions for South America 1895 explores places of interest associated with norfolk historical
characters events and film and television locations
Behind The Lines 2010-07-06 the first complete account of the jack and elizabeth ennis story a wwii
tale of love danger and internment in japanese occupied singapore from meeting in upcountry
malaya amid the rain forest and the orchids to their marriage in singapore just days before it fell to
the japanese and then through the long separation of internment this is the story of jack and elizabeth
ennis s world war ii experience told primarily through jack s diaries published here for the first time
the diaries record the daily struggles against disease injuries and malnutrition and also the support and
camaraderie of friends and enjoyment of concerts lectures and sports ever observant he also records
details of wildlife the inspiration for the changi quilts the story of the girl guide quilt now in the
imperial war museum is told in elizabeth s words written after the war elizabeth s former employer
robert heatlie scott distinguished far east diplomat was also a pow in changi much of the time spent in
solitary confinement or under interrogation by the japanese the individual experiences of these three
are dramatic enough together they combine in an amazing story of courage love and lifelong
friendship includes photographs
The Calculation of Downwash Behind Supersonic Wings with an Application to Triangular Plan
Forms 1948 for a nation with a long and proud military tradition one token stands above all the others
as a mark of recognition for the ultimate acts of individual feats of arms the victoria cross awarded for
one reason alone to mark extreme acts of great heroism by british and commonwealth servicemen in
the face of the enemy it is unquestionably the hardest club in the world to gain entrance to its
holders ordinary soldiers sailors and airmen are linked by an uncommon bond of exceptional bravery
displayed often at great personal risk and against impossible odds the vc has been awarded only
sixteen times since the end of the second world war in 1945 some of these awards were made to
recipients who paid the ultimate sacrifice while demonstrating gallantry beyond the call of duty
forged in battle from the shell scarred hills of korea to the windswept marshland of east falkland and
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today s counter insurgency operations in iraq and afghanistan each one of these vc has a uniquely
inspiring tale to tell these are their incredible stories
Behind the Guns 2000-09-13 new horror series from the walking dead creator robert kirkman kyle
barnes has been plagued by demonic possession all his life and now he needs answers unfortunately
what he uncovers along the way could bring about the end of life on earth as we know it collects
outcast by kirkman azaceta 1 6
Motor Cycling and Motoring 1953 good press presents to you this carefully created collection of
thousands memoirs life stories of former slaves the faces behind the chains strongly conveys the
circumstances and brutal reality of a slave s life to a reader this unique collection consists of the most
influential narratives of former slaves including many recorded testimonies and original photos of
former slaves long after civil war it is designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices content recorded life stories of former slaves from 17 different
us states narrative of the life of frederick douglass 12 years a slave solomon northup the underground
railroad harriet jacobs the moses of her people up from slavery booker t washington the willie lynch
letter the making of slave the history of mary prince running a thousand miles for freedom william
ellen craft the interesting narrative of the life of olaudah equiano behind the scenes 30 years a slave 4
years in the white house elizabeth keckley father henson s story of his own life josiah henson fifty
years in chains charles ball twenty two years a slave and forty years a freeman austin steward the
story of mattie j jackson l s thompson a slave girl s story kate drumgoold from the darkness cometh
the light lucy a delaney life of henry box brown who escaped in a 3x2 feet box buried alive
documents the history of the abolition of african slave trade history of american abolitionism from
1787 1861 pictures of slavery in church and state report of the proceedings at the examination of
charles g davis esq on the charge of aiding and abetting in the rescue of a fugitive slave southern
horrors lynch law in all its phases the duty of disobedience to the fugitive slave act emancipation
proclamation gettysburg address xiii amendment civil rights act of 1866 xiv amendment
Coaching Behind Bars: Facing Challenges and Creating Hope in a Womens Prison 2015-05-16 this
open access book focuses on a particular but significant topic in the social sciences the concepts of
footprint and trace it associates these concepts with hotly debated topics such as surveillance capitalism
and knowledge society the editors and authors discuss the concept footprints and traces as unintended
by products of other differently focused and oriented actions that remain empirically imprinted in
virtual and real spaces the volume therefore opens new scenarios for social theory and applied social
research in asking what the stakes risks and potential of this approach are it systematically raises and
addresses these questions within a consistent framework bringing together a heterogeneous group of
international social scientists given the multifaceted objectives involved in exploring footprints and
traces the volume discusses heuristic aspects and ethical dimensions scientific analyses and political
considerations empirical perspectives and theoretical foundations at the same time it brings together
perspectives from cultural analysis and social theory communication and internet studies big data
informed research and computational social science this innovative volume is of interest to a broad
interdisciplinary readership sociologists communication researchers internet scholars anthropologists
cognitive and behavioral scientists historians and epistemologists among others
Norfolk Places Behind the Faces 2022-10-15 many of us go through our entire lives giving and
receiving gifts often unaware we are doing so jonathans goal was to give the gift of servicefrom his
dreams of a military career to the hospitality industry to civil service and finally to serve anyone
suffering from the effects of addiction jonathan passed away on may 4 2010 yet his spirit lives with us
today at this moment he might say my gift to you is awareness i want to make you aware of what it
is like to have a severe addiction problem if you are suffering from addiction ask yourself do i want to
follow jonathans path shouldnt i dedicate myself to changing and becoming the loving and
trustworthy person that i know deep inside me i am if you are a family member i present to you
how my family tried to assist me the heartache that i caused them was overridden by the spirit of
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faith hope and love that they shared for me they disagreed and argued over what course of action to
take to heal me and they became angry and impatient with me many times but in the end i know
they love me to those of you who have never experienced addiction in your family i present the
gifts of compassion and non judgment this disease is difficult to overcome and has become a disease of
epidemic proportions in our country i ask that you step back and try to understand what these people
are going through i once wrote where there is life there should also be love nothing could be truer
Doctor Behind the Wire 2021-08-26 of the many characteristics that emerge in warfare none
generates more admiration than gallantry using medal groups chosen for their unique combinations of
gallantry and campaign awards graham pitchfork pays tribute to the bravery of twenty allied airmen
who flew combat operations during the second world war encompassing a wide cross section of
operational roles theatres aircraft types and aircrew categories the men behind the medals
experiences and actions are narrated in relation to the wider war these crucial operations are seen
through a variety of different actions including a night fighter crew and a navigator who took part in
supply drops to resistance movements the air war at sea is seen through the experiences of a
beaufighter pilot and a royal navy observer who attacked the italian fleet at taranto as the second
world war generation fade into history their exploits need to live on forever as an example for future
generations in describing the exploits of the lesser known heroes of that air war graham pitchfork has
ensured that the many will never be forgotten
VC Heroes - The True Stories Behind Every VC Winner Since World War Two 2012-10-11 science
helps you discover the scientists who have increased our knowledge and affected the way we live
men and women historical and modern and from a range of cultures ages 9
Outcast By Kirkman & Azaceta Vol. 1 2015-01-28 the account of ron collins adventure between 2005
to 2015 werehe was falsely accused and set up by the police
Appleton's European Guide Book for English-speaking Travellers 1888 virginia woolf wrote that she
was jealous of mansfield s story telling skills and probably the only person of whom the former was
in jealous awe of so who was katherine mansfield presented here is a fine collection of mansfield s
non fictional works the ones that got saved through her friend s and husband s j m murry s efforts to
give an insight into the mind of the renowned modernist short stories writer content biography the
life of katherine mansfield by ruth e mantz j middleton murry letters and journal the letters of
katherine mansfield vol 1 the letters of katherine mansfield vol 2 journal of katherine mansfield
essays and book reviews novels and novelists kathleen mansfield murry 1888 1923 was a prominent
new zealand modernist short story writer who was born and brought up in colonial new zealand and
wrote under the pen name of katherine mansfield at 19 mansfield left new zealand and settled in the
united kingdom where she became a friend of modernist writers such as d h lawrence and virginia
woolf john middleton murry 1889 1957 was a famous editor and husband of katherine mansfield he is
responsible for collecting and editing all of mansfield s manuscripts in spite of the tumultuous
relationship between the two during and after mansfield s lifetime
The Faces Behind the Chains: Thousands of Interviews, Memoirs & Life Stories of Former Slaves
2023-11-29 this unique edition of lawrence of arabia the man behind the myth has been formatted to
the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices the edition incorporates
complete autobiographical works memoirs letters with an active table of contents which makes the
reading experience meticulously organized and enjoyable thomas edward lawrence 1888 1935 was a
british archaeologist military officer and diplomat he was renowned for his liaison role during the
sinai and palestine campaign and the arab revolt against ottoman turkish rule of 1916 18 the breadth
and variety of his activities and associations and his ability to describe them vividly in writing earned
him international fame as lawrence of arabia throughout his life lawrence was a prolific writer a large
portion of his output was epistolary he often sent several letters a day seven pillars of wisdom is an
account of his war experiences in 1919 he had been elected to a seven year research fellowship at
oxford providing him with support while he worked on the book in addition to being a memoir of
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his experiences during the war certain parts also serve as essays on military strategy arabian culture
and geography and other topics lawrence re wrote seven pillars of wisdom three times once blind
after he lost the manuscript while changing trains at reading railway station the mint is a memoir of
his experiences as an enlisted man in the royal air force raf it concerns the period following the first
world war when lawrence decided to disappear from public view he enlisted in raf under an
assumed name becoming 352087 aircraftman ross the book is a closely observed autobiographical
account of his experiences he worked from a notebook that he kept while enlisted writing of the
daily lives of enlisted men and his desire to be a part of something larger than himself the royal air
force
Charles Thomas Jackson, "the Head Behind the Hands" 2007 a father s grief for his son a daughter s
grief for her father and a love story that crossed continents and an ocean coming to rest in a tiny new
hampshire town this small state has more than enough heart sending men and women to fight for
freedom around the world new hampshire military personnel have distinguished themselves in
every war from the french and indian war to the dusty mountains of afghanistan the granite state
continues to honor their sacrifices memorializing their stories in statues bridges buildings and
highways join kathleen and sheila bailey as they recount the stories behind the stones
United States Coast Pilot 7 1917 this book takes place in three countries cambodia thailand and united
states of america it is about how god has been good to me before i knew him when i first got to know
him and now that i am walking under his guidance paragraph 1 before i knew god in the killing
field they are going to kill me in two days one of the killers we never met before he could not rest
he came to me three times that day to tell me what i should do and what his plan was i did escape
successfully with the help of a nice and kind unknown person who was willing to put himself at risk
to save me i was at the care center there are only two patients the first class citizen lady and me she
cannot sleep and i cannot lie down to sleep the day that they made the decision to kill me she is the
one who spoke for me and saved my life what made these three people turn around and risk
themselves to save my life paragraph 2 introduced to lord jesus in the refugee camp i was injured by
the bomb and was in the hospital for more than two months at the lowest time in life i was
introduced to god by a seventh day adventist missionary who brought slides about lord jesus to the
ward where i stayed and by the group of healing service paragraph 3 walking by faith in united
states of america i was baptized at the end of 1994 after the lord spoke to me out loud sorya its time for
you to get baptized since then he has always watched over me and my family he protected us
provided for us blessed us healed us carried us led us guided us gave us miracle after miracle he let
me hear his voice from time to time he gave me visions and more walking by faith is written in
eighty eight chapters each chapter has one page telling of what god has done for my family and my
life either a miracle of healing or calling for fasting or foretelling what is going to happen a vision or
just about how god supernaturally answered our prayers backed up with verses in the bible
conclusion this book is not a story it is a testimony about how good god is how real how powerful and
how merciful he is this book is simply written to give god glory for all he has done for my family
and me and to give others hope in god or to reconsider their faith if you find in your heart that it is
your call to help to make this book be used as a testimony for the world please give our god the glory
thank you may god richly bless you in everything you do
What People Leave Behind 2022-10-11 running a marathon isn t something that comes naturally to
newsreader niva retimanu but whether you come first or last if you complete 42 2 kilometres you re
still a marathon runner in leading from behind niva tells how she went from overweight heavy
drinking junk food fan to motivated health conscious marathon runner and how much fun she s had
along the way niva might finish last in her races but she has kept up her party attitude sometimes in
costume and always trying to cross the finish line in style hootin and hollerin and with a broad grin
on her face it hasn t all been a barrel of laughs though take that storm in queenstown the extra
kilometres in beirut or the time in new york when she lost the disabled athlete she was meant to be
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guiding life with niva is never dull as well as telling a host of great stories leading from behind is a
call to people of all ages shapes and sizes to get out and do something active if niva can do it so can you
Outing 1896 the story of the shopworkers who emerged during the victorian and edwardian era to
cater for all clientele from behind the counters of the increasing number of shops and lavish
department stores
Jonathan Behind Blue Eyes 2012-10-27 rosalie hook s diaries of her doings at home and abroad with
her painter husband provide a fascinating window on the victorian art world james clarke hook a
brilliant and successful painter whose hookscapes uniquely acquainted the british public with the
beauties of their shores first took his young bride to italy on a traveling studentship awarded by the
royal academy and rosalie eagerly records her response to the art treasures around her to the
ceremonies surrounding the pope at easter to vesuvius in eruption and then to the political upheavals
of the risorgimento her italy diary vividly documents a sympathetic english response to the volatile
southern culture the son of a bankrupt james clarke hook 1819 1907 managed at a time of
unprecedented prestige for the artist to paint himself into country gentlemanhood
House documents 1891
Men Behind the Medals 2009-04-01
The Scientists Behind Earth's Processes 2012-01-09
Never Back Down the True Story Behind Sensei Ron Collins 2015-02-26
Katherine Mansfield, The Woman Behind The Books (Including Letters, Journals, Essays & Articles)
2017-05-29
Lawrence of Arabia: The Man Behind the Myth (Complete Autobiographical Works, Memoirs &
Letters) 2017-06-28
Mexico and Central America Pilot (west Coast) from the United States to Colombia Including the
Gulfs of California and Panama 1920
New Hampshire War Monuments: The Stories Behind the Stones 2022-08
Soldiers 1973
Behind the Scene 2016-01-27
Leading From Behind 2016-03-28
Behind the Counter 2015-01-15
Woman Behind the Painter 2006-03-04
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